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The Meek Shall Donate the Earth 
 



‘All the models predict the same outcome,’ Bailey 

announced to Hunter, without a hint of nervousness. ‘Given 

current trends, one day we will build a machine that is more 

intelligent than us. And one day thereafter … hostile intent 

will emerge.’ 

Hunter had been expecting this. It turns out, all the stories 

had been right. They may have been intended as fiction, but 

they were also uncannily prophetic. But that didn’t mean 

Hunter was ready to accept the idea. 

‘But intelligent doesn’t mean evil necessarily,’ he 

suggested. ‘We’re not building criminal master-machines.’ 

‘Not intentionally. But the problem is unpredictability. 

It’s barely possible to create even the tiniest piece of bug-free 

software. Yet, in merrily connecting together all of the 

world’s machines, we’ve proceeded in building a globally-

distributed, massively parallel, trillion-line program, with no 

idea what it’s really doing. And it’s growing more powerful 

every second.’ 

‘So let’s stop it.’ 

 Bailey shook his head slowly. He’d considered all the 

options. He knew how they played out. 

‘You can’t legislate against progress. The will is too 

strong. You would merely succeed in banishing it to the 

shadowy corners, and that will only accelerate its 

misappropriation.’ 

‘So, we know it’s ultimately going to kill us, but we can’t 

kick the habit?’ 

 Bailey nodded and there was silence for a moment, until 

Bailey began again in an altered tone. 

‘There is another way,’ he offered. 

‘Go on.’ 

‘If we know we’re on the way to creating machines more 

powerful than us, then I say let’s do it properly. Let’s do it 

with our eyes wide open. But let’s not craft them out of 

clunky metal and plastic. Let’s make biological machines – a 

brand new species to run the planet. To farm the land and dig 

the mines; to build, manufacture and invent. But let’s make 



 

them ten times bigger than us and ten times stronger. They 

will still be unpredictable, they’ll still fight amongst 

themselves and do their best to mess up the planet. But they 

won’t see us as a threat – and that’s what’s crucial.’ 

Hunter’s eyes were open wide at such a proposition. 

‘You can’t be serious?’ he challenged. 

‘Deadly,’ responded Bailey in utmost confidence. 

Hunter scratched absent-mindedly behind his ear as he 

rested in deep contemplation. His eyes flicked about the 

room as he pondered the proposal. 

‘It’s just … not how I thought it would end,’ he admitted 

eventually. 

‘End?’ questioned Bailey. ‘This is not the end. On the 

contrary, this is the step we must take to avoid the end.’ 

‘I know, but I thought the goal was different. I thought we 

were striving for Utopia, or as near as possible. That’s what 

it was all in aid of. To reach a point where all manual and 

menial tasks were carried out by machines, freeing us to be 

creative or … or to just have fun. That was the goal.’ 

‘It still is. In a way.’ 

‘Sounds like quite the opposite. Sounds like you’re 

making us the slaves.’ 

‘Not at all.’ 

‘Then what will we become? What will they see us as, 

these creatures of yours?’ 

‘Well, like pets. They’ll house us and feed us and 

entertain us. They’ll heal us when we’re sick. And we won’t 

have to do anything, but play and think and talk. Eat and 

sleep. Is that not Utopia?’ 

‘I’m not sure what is anymore.’ 

Hunter ruminates for a long time, sipping some of his 

drink as he reflects. Eventually, he poses another question. 

‘So, where will they think they came from?’ 

‘They’ll think they evolved. They’ll think that by some 

fluke of nature they became an order of magnitude more 



intelligent than any other species. Evidence of our previous 

technology will have to be destroyed, of course. And 

evidence of their beginnings will have to be put in place. 

Fossil record and all that. And the early generations will have 

to be coached, so to speak. But after that, they shall inherit 

the Earth.’ 

‘Scary,’ was all Hunter could say. 

‘All the best things are.’ 

 

* * * * * 

 

The story of this discussion had passed down through 

generations, as much as folklore than as fact, to a time when 

it was impossible to comprehend an era before the 

Caretakers, as they became known. No one could really be 

sure if the script went like this, or if it were played out at all. 

But this was how it was told. 

As Molly basked in the warm sunshine of the bay-window 

listening to her mother tell the tale once more, she was as 

oblivious as anyone to the inherent flaw in the plan. That the 

cycle would inevitably continue. That one day the Caretakers 

themselves would build machines and connect them together, 

until the same outcome was reached. But that day had not yet 

come. 

Molly wanted more stories about how life was before, but 

her mother just smiled, as the door to the room opened and in 

walked one of the lanky lumbering Caretakers. 

They were so lacking in finesse, thought Molly. So 

inelegant. Not like her. She could run along walls, and 

scramble up trees and jump over fences; and she always 

landed on her feet. 

As the creature stooped down and placed a bowl of food 

in front of her and her mother, it grunted some 

incomprehensible sounds. This was the strangest thing of all 

as far as Molly was concerned: that they could only 

communicate by making these weird vocal noises. As she 

thought this her mum’s stern words formed in her mind. 



 

‘Say thank you,’ her mum admonished. 

Molly looked up to her benefactor with big round eyes 

and coaxed her own vocalisation, just as she’d been taught to 

do. 

‘Meow,’ she purred, ‘meow’. 

 

END 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Powerless 
 



 

At 8pm the lights went out. 

All of them. 

David was half way through chapter eleven of the 

gripping crime-thriller he’d picked up yesterday at the little 

bookshop on his route home from work. The shop wasn’t on 

his most direct route home but it only required a little detour, 

and David felt it deserved the effort as the last independent 

bookshop in the city. Particularly as he wasn’t so blind to see 

the writing on the wall, as plainly as on the cover of any of 

the books in the window. Soon it would not solely be a 

bookshop, it would be a bookshop serving coffee; then a 

coffee-shop selling books; and then just a coffee-shop with 

people reading Kindles. The inevitability of this transition 

did not overly anger David, despite how much he loved the 

feel of real paper-bound tomes in his hands. He was a realist 

and knew that fighting progress was an occupation only for 

the foolhardy. He would just savour the reality of the book in 

his hands right now all the more. At least, he was intending 

to. 

Until the lights went out. 

Some of his neighbours down the street were also reading, 

but most were not. Most were partaking in activities of other 

natures. 

The four members who constituted the Thompsons in the 

end-terrace next door were each in different rooms. Susan 

Thompson was home later than usual because she had been 

persuaded to step in on a badminton doubles game, in place 

of a missing member of the regular quartet. Fortuitously – or 

otherwise – her running kit had been at work from the day 

before when it had been too wet to venture out for a 

lunchtime lap of the docks. When she arrived home, still hot 

and flustered from the game, she was frustrated to find both 

her sons in their rooms playing computer games, rather than 

doing their homework as they knew they were supposed to 

before dinner. She was further frustrated by her husband who 



also knew this rule but who had decided that watching TV 

was marginally easier than being a parent, and significantly 

easier than considering what they might have for dinner. 

Susan was contemplating this latter question as she dried 

herself. Fortunately, she had stepped out of the shower a 

couple of minutes earlier and was almost half dressed at 

8pm. 

When the lights went out. 

The Browns were watching TV together – together in that 

they were in the same physical locality, but not in any other 

sense. They were watching one of Mrs Brown’s reality 

shows – one of the seven or so currently airing. The kind of 

shows that Mr Brown had long since ceased trying to 

actually like and now just tolerated. Sometimes Mr Brown 

wondered whether this was all retirement had to offer. And 

of course it was immediately his fault that his extremely 

irritated wife missed celebrity Z’s attempt at some Latin-

American dance or other. 

When the lights went out. 

Amélie was trying to repair the daily damage inflicted on 

the kitchen by her housemate during the six hours that she 

had been at the university library. This included half a tin of 

baked beans welded to the bottom of a saucepan soaking in 

the sink, with most of the other half seemingly splattered up 

the wall behind the hob. Her housemate was in the lounge 

with four of his pot-head friends smoking weed under the 

flicker of a dozen IKEA tea-lights. 

Not surprisingly it was only Amélie that noticed. 

When the lights went out. 

Gladys Knight was turning the large cream pages of a 

photo album, looking at pictures of her and her husband 

outside their first home just after the war. It was one of half a 

dozen albums stacked by her chair. Each photo was held in 

place by a little sticky bracket at each corner, some of which 

had come loose in all the years that had passed. The pictures 

had faded a little, but her memories were as bright as ever. 

Traces of a smile played on her lips but the dominant 



 

emotion was sadness, mostly that she and her husband had 

never looked through these snapshots of their lives together 

before he had passed away. More than ever before, Gladys 

became a single solitary figure, all alone in the dark. 

When the lights went out. 

At the Fosters’, Jane was ninety minutes into a Skype call 

to her sister in Australia. Since her husband had shown her 

how to set it up he had secured a lot more time to work on 

his model railway in the attic. The 19:58 from Bristol 

Parkway was just pulling out of the station two minutes late. 

When the light went out. 

This was what David’s neighbours were doing, but he 

didn’t know this. He did not know them. They may just as 

well have been figments of his imagination for how real they 

were to him. With a gun to his head he could possibly 

identify which of the cars vying for space on the street 

outside belonged to which individual – garnered from the 

toing and froing he observed out of his bedroom window on 

occasion. And he could maybe match half of those people to 

their respective front doors. As to names, no. 

Right now, his neighbours’ names were not his primary 

concern. Finding out how chapter eleven ends was. The 

yearning for a deeper knowledge of the characters of a make-

believe world proved a greater draw than for those of the real 

one. He’d been no different as a kid. His mum used to say 

that if he spent any more time in his imaginary world he 

would have to get a visa. He never knew what that meant. 

David prised apart two slats of the blinds over the front 

window with his fingers and peered out into darkness. The 

sodium glow of the streetlamps was mercifully absent and 

the windows of nearby homes were dim, save for the odd 

flicker of torchlight or the dull glow cast by a laptop screen 

from within. 

David knew that the greater the area affected by a power 

outage, the higher a priority it would be to get the power 



back on. In an urban area after dark it usually took a 

maximum of two steps to determine how wide the area 

affected was.  

Step One: look out the window; if dark, 

Step Two: look out of the upstairs window.  

Tonight was different. The next forty-five minutes would 

see David both devise and execute a total of six steps, thus 

making a series of discoveries that would throw the apparent 

radius of the blackout to an unprecedented distance. 

David did not know this yet. 

He fumbled for the head-torch he kept in the top kitchen 

drawer to the right of the sink, and then headed up to the attic 

room for Step Two. From the attic window he could usually 

see the three kilometres to the twinkling lights of Clifton 

Suspension Bridge. Tonight, there seemingly was no bridge. 

And nothing in between. 

David’s Step Three was simple. With such a major 

disturbance he knew something would be on the news. He 

tried to recall where the little clockwork radio he had was 

and wondered whether he’d have any chance of finding it 

even if the lights were on. But just as he narrowly missed 

striking his head on the attic crossbeam, his own stupidity 

struck him instead. He pulled his mobile phone out of his 

pocket. It had an FM receiver and, of course, it still 

functioned, for this purpose at least, even in a power-cut. He 

considered just how conditioned our brains were to 

ubiquitous power and how disoriented they became when the 

juice ran dry. 

David was not surprised that Radio 1 was missing, as it 

often was in his street. But when the phone’s auto-tune 

feature did two complete laps of the spectrum without 

finding a single station he grew a little more concerned. 

Only at this point did he notice that the phone had no 

mobile coverage either. This counted as Step Four even if 

David wasn’t entirely sure what it meant. He knew that 

phones could communicate with masts at least a few miles 

away, so it meant that the disturbance was a least this wide. 



 

But, more than that, he knew that all network antennas were 

required to have back-up power to keep them running for at 

least a few hours. The power had only been off about twenty 

minutes. 

This was no ordinary outage. Suddenly, in the dark attic 

of his house, David felt very alone. More than just alone. 

Solitary. 

So much communication these days is with people at a 

distance, at the expense of those nearby, that when they can 

no longer be heard, the silence was total. 

With all that technology had achieved in bringing people 

closer together who were separated by oceans and continents, 

so it had served just as effectively to drive apart those who 

lived in the same street. Or even the same house. Technology 

had gradually severed David from his neighbours by the lure 

of far more distant and exotic voices. Now he heard neither. 

David’s actions grew more urgent. Step Five saw him dig 

out a non-cordless landline phone from a box in the attic and 

rush back downstairs to plug it in. He was planning to call 

his parents who were sufficiently far from the city to be able 

to turn on the news and find something out. But something 

happened that he hadn’t even considered a possibility. 

Nothing. 

The phone was dead. 

Suddenly, this was huge. 

David was enough of a tech-head to know that power for 

the landline network was generated by the exchange. It was 

completely independent of the power grid. 

This was no ordinary power-cut. 

Step Six. To determine just how far this went David knew 

he had to return to the radio waves, but this time, longer 

ones. 

His mobile didn’t support long-wave radio, but, 

fortunately, he owned a radio that did, and it was hooked up 

to a big old battery. 



For once, he found his car keys where they belonged, on 

the ledge in the kitchen, easy enough to find in the light still 

beaming from his forehead. Within a minute he was sat in his 

car stepping through the long-wave spectrum notch by notch, 

straining his ears to the static hiss, longing to pick out a tune 

or, even better, a human voice. 

Nothing. 

He went round the band again. Slower this time, pausing 

for longer at each click, desperate to ascribe some humanity 

to the noise. Then, something. The faintest something. 

Unless his frantic mind was just anthropomorphising the 

emptiness. But no, there was definitely a hint of order, buried 

deep in the white crackle, he was sure. He clicked the 

frequency a notch either way to determine where it was 

strongest. He closed his eyes and concentrated hard on the 

fizzle in his ears. Then, eventually, he made something out. 

And he knew exactly what it was. 

French. 

That’s what it was. The faintest of French voices. 

David couldn’t speak French. Well, he spoke as much as 

would be expected from his D grade at GCSE, and far less 

than should be expected from all his family camping trips to 

Brittany. The only sentence he ever reliably used was, can I 

get my shuttlecock off your caravan roof please, and he was 

pretty sure that wasn’t going to help right now. 

But even without a translation David had now determined 

the extent of the event: nationwide. He sat back and thought 

about this fact for a moment. What should he do now? What 

needs to be done? Anything? Not normally, in a power-cut. 

But this wasn’t normally. By any definition. He thought 

briefly about his parents – whether he should drive to theirs. 

But he only had a quarter of a tank of petrol and they were 

two hundred miles away. He had to assume that none of the 

filling stations in between would be operational, so that 

would leave him stranded half-way with no means of 

communication. Even if he could get there, what would be 

the point anyway? They were grown-ups. They knew how to 



 

look after themselves. This wasn’t an apocalypse. Not yet 

anyway: the French were still online. He smiled to himself at 

that thought. 

And then a kind of calm washed over him.  

Deep down he knew it was probably a misguided calm. 

There was something alluring about extreme situations. 

Something romantic. He knew this was almost solely due to 

the influence of Hollywood narrative. Not just Hollywood 

narrative. Fictional handling of significant events tends to 

skew ones perception of the real thing. He grew up thinking 

Wartime England was a near-idyllic long summer of tea 

parties and village cricket. And in the disaster movies, it 

always comes good in the end. The adversity is overcome, 

relationships are born, bonds are formed, heroes are made. 

It’s hard to deny the mind-altering power of mainstream 

entertainment; the power to mould cultural sentiment. 

David stepped out of the car into the crisp darkness and 

looked up at the stars, through a sky for once unpolluted by 

the city’s glow. Then he cast his gaze down the street – his 

street – and once again rekindled the guilt he felt for not 

knowing his neighbours, not knowing which house may 

harbour someone in need. 

Every time he’d moved house he’d promised himself that 

he would introduce himself. Not bake a homemade pie and 

take it round, that was just creepy nowadays – but at least say 

hi. But every time he’d put it off until too much time had 

passed for him to do it without it seeming weird. The only 

one occasion he had introduced himself to one set of 

neighbours was when he wanted to complain about their kids 

making a noise in the street. The neighbours turned out to be 

really nice, and kids turned out not to be theirs. He felt guilty 

about that too. He wondered whether maybe he should try 

not to feel so guilty about things sometimes. 

Or maybe, just maybe, this was the moment to make 

amends. 



The front doors laid out before David were just visible by 

starlight and he stared down them as if he were looking down 

the barrel of a gun. Why was it so terrifying to interact? Why 

was it so terrifying to ask if someone was okay? It seemed 

crazy, but that made it no less true. 

He could do it, he was sure. But it was so much easier to 

go back indoors and finish chapter eleven by torchlight. So 

what was it to be? That story or this one? That pre-canned 

plot or the sequence of events that would be set in motion by 

a simple knock on a door. He indulged himself in wondering 

quite how the Hollywood script would go. Began to play it 

out in his mind. 

It would have a happy ending of course. 

 

And so, he knocked on the first door. 

Mrs Thompson answered. She seemed jovial and invited 

him in. She had been laying out the table for dinner, cutlery 

glistening under the light of two large and fully populated 

candelabras. She told David how her husband was out the 

back setting up the barbeque with their two sons. 

‘At first the boys were inconsolable,’ she explained. 

‘Mourning the loss of their Xboxes. But then they grew quite 

excited. It’s the first power-cut they have experienced, you 

see.’ 

Mrs Thompson seemed to be one of those people who 

could talk seamlessly across a raft of topics without the need 

for encouragement or even response. This suited David, who 

was quite the opposite. 

‘And Brian didn’t even need to be prompted when there 

was an opportunity to build a fire,’ she continued, referring 

to the barbeque. ‘If only he was so keen to cook the dinner 

when we had electricity.’ She laughed. 

David laughed with her. 

‘Well, it seems, you’re all prepared here then,’ he 

observed. 

‘Oh, yes, thank you for coming round. You’re more than 

welcome to stay for some food. Brian and the boys won’t be 



 

satisfied until they’ve chargrilled every last thing in the 

freezer.’ 

‘Thank you for the offer, maybe I’ll pop back after I’ve 

checked on the rest of the street.’ And he kind of meant it. 

David was out in the street again. His considered opinion 

was that the encounter had gone reasonably well. At the 

better end of his expectations in fact. He hadn’t been 

shunned, murdered or indoctrinated into a religious cult; and 

he had been offered food. This meeting people concept 

wasn’t so bad, he figured. 

Flushed with his lack of failure, David knocked on the 

next door, almost without hesitation. Behind this door, he 

discovered, the Browns were enjoying a spirited game of 

Rummikub, which apparently they hadn’t done for years. 

David had no idea what Rummikub was, but if it made the 

Browns happy, that was good enough for him, and bid them 

a good evening. 

Stepping to the next threshold a niggly doubt crept up to 

join him. It seduced him into wondering whether he was 

making a fool of himself. What did he think he was going to 

offer anyone, all of a sudden? Just because the power was 

out. In battling with this doubt he reminded himself that this 

wasn’t really the point of the exercise. The point was simply 

this: to engage. Engage with reality. 

David steeled himself to knock on at least one more door. 

This time there was no response. He wondered whether he 

should knock once more, or whether this would be intrusive. 

He understood that no response could indeed be a sign of 

someone in trouble. But at the same time he knew he wasn’t 

going to be bashing anyone’s door down just in case. So he 

decided to leave the door be. And concluding that this did 

not count as the one more he’d promised himself, he moved 

along to the next. It was a short journey, only a single step to 

the right, as pairs of houses along the terrace were mirrored 

in layout. Just as he raised a finger to press the doorbell, 



forgetting how redundant that would be, the previous door 

opened a crack, stopping at the extent allowed by a robust 

security chain. 

‘Who is it?’ came a barely audible whisper. 

David stepped back, toward the voice. He could see 

nothing but the shadowy impression of a face peering from 

behind the door. 

‘Hi, my name’s David,’ he said softly. ‘I’m from a couple 

of doors down. Just checking to see if you’re alright, with the 

power going out and all.’ 

David discovered that the owner of the frail voice was a 

lady called Gladys, who was both cold and hungry, and so 

not alright at all. But he was self-aware enough to know that 

as a tall white male in his early thirties he could play the lead 

role in many a Crime Watch reconstruction, and so was not 

the best formed shadowy figure to be offering comfort on an 

old lady’s doorstep. However, he also knew of an open 

invitation to consume mounds of mostly-cooked food from a 

nice middle-aged lady down the road. He told Gladys he 

would be back shortly. 

Mrs Thompson was more than happy to help, and within 

ten minutes, Gladys was being fussed over at a table 

gradually pilling up with blackened meat products. David 

had also brought along some of her photo albums, suggesting 

she might tell the boys stories of the war by candlelight. 

As David returned to the street, a feeling of satisfaction 

began to burn within him unlike anything he had experienced 

before. It fuelled the warm smile that rested on his face when 

the Fosters answered their door. Mrs Foster seemed pleasant 

enough and she thanked him for calling. 

‘We don’t need anything unless you happen to have a 

pack of playing cards on you. We’ve been looking high and 

low,’ she laughed. 

‘I don’t have any cards but I do know where there’s a 

mean game of Rummikub being played,’ David jested, not 

anticipating any glimmer of recognition. 

‘Oh, we used to love playing Rummikub,’ was Mrs Foster 



 

response. Then shouting over her shoulder, ‘Didn’t we used 

to love playing Rummikub, Jim.’ 

What the hell is this game? thought David, and then 

asked, ‘Can you play it with four?’ 

‘Oh, that’s the minimum for a good game.’ This was Mr 

Foster, now standing behind his wife. 

‘Well, you’d better visit the Browns then, two doors 

down.’ 

They were, of course, resistant to the idea of performing 

such an unbridled act of gregariousness as introducing 

themselves to someone. 

‘I know,’ David confided, ‘I found it difficult too. But use 

this as a sign.’ He raised his arms to the darkness. ‘Use it as 

an excuse.’ 

‘Oh I’m not sure,’ said Mrs Foster, glancing back at her 

husband. 

If David had had time to consider it, he would have taking 

this irrational reluctance as a damning indictment of a 

fractured society. Instead he stepped a little closer to the 

Fosters. 

‘Listen,’ he said in more grave tones. ‘This is no ordinary 

power-cut. This is nationwide, and it’s not restricted to the 

power grid. If I had to guess, I’d say neither power nor 

communication will be back for quite a while. Making new 

friends may be the very best thing you can do with your time 

tonight.’ 

With that, they finally seemed convinced. The warm glow 

burned brighter in David and he moved on to confront one 

more door. 

On this occasion the door swung inwards but no one was 

there to greet David - only the back of whoever had opened it 

disappearing down the hallway. After a brief hesitation 

David decided this counted as an invitation and ventured to 

follow. He found himself in a living room filled with an 

aromatic haze, lit with flickering tea-lights. Lying on 



scattered beanbags were four guys smoking … something. A 

fifth guy was still standing and began introductions: 

‘This is Dave-Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick. I’m Titch and 

that’s Amélie.’ 

David was pretty sure this wasn’t their names at all but 

wasn’t going to question it. He looked in the direction Titch 

had nodded at the last introduction, but no one was there. 

‘She must be upstairs,’ Titch added as he collapsed onto a 

beanbag. ‘So what can I score you?’ 

‘Oh, no nothing, sorry. I was just checking on the 

neighbours, given the power-cut.’ 

‘Power-cut?’ 

David smiled. ‘Never mind. Looks like you have 

everything in order. Sorry to bother you.’ 

‘No worries man. Smoke?’ 

‘No. Thanks. I’ll find my way out.’ 

On his way back along the hallway to the front door he 

heard footsteps behind him. He turned to see who he 

assumed to be Amélie making her way down the stairs. 

‘Hi,’ he said with the awkward wave of an intruder in 

somebody else’s home. 

‘Hi,’ came the reply as he let himself out of the front door. 

David was back on the street and found himself looking 

down it from the other end this time. A position he rarely 

found himself in. Funny how things look so different from 

the other direction – from a different perspective. He 

motioned to make a step, but then stopped himself. Which 

way was he heading? What was the next part of the script? 

Surely, it was obvious. 

Surely, it was the girl? 

  

‘Hello again,’ Amélie said. She had answered the door 

this time. 

‘Hi.’ He knew it was customary at this point to announce 

why he was standing on her doorstep, but he wasn’t entirely 

sure why he was – or whether it was justified at least. He 

looked away and then back. 



 

‘Sorry, I just met your … umm … friends.’ 

‘Housemate,’ she corrected. ‘And his friends.’ 

‘Right, and they said your name was Amélie and so I was 

wondering whether you could – umm. I was wondering, are 

you, do you – you speak French, right?’ 

‘Non,’ she replied with a pout. ‘I’m an embarrassment to 

my family.’ She broke into a smile. 

David was embarrassed himself. ‘Ha, yes, sorry. Only you 

are called Amélie, and I’ve seen the film Amélie and she’s 

French so I figured you were French, only my friends have 

just had a baby and they called her Amélie, but they’re from 

Chiswick – not French at all. Although, her mum did 

languages at uni so I expect Amélie will be able to speak 

French by the time she’s your age – so maybe it was a safe 

assumption to make in the first place either way.’ 

There was a silence that David felt was best not filled by 

anything more from his mouth. Luckily, Amélie felt likewise. 

‘Do you speak French?’ she asked. 

He shook his head slowly. This was something else he felt 

guilty about. ‘Which was why I was wondering if you could 

come to my car. I mean, to listen to the radio. In French. It’s 

all there is. Maybe we could find some news, I thought. If 

you’re not too busy…umm…’ 

‘…smoking dope?’ she ended the sentence. 

‘No, that’s not –’ 

‘Of course,’ she said, cutting David off to save himself. 

‘Why not.’ 

 

It felt a little weird to David, climbing into his car with a 

stranger to listen to the radio, but it had been a weird kind of 

evening all round so far, and that wasn’t necessarily a bad 

thing. When the radio crackled back into life no trace of 

French voices could be discerned from the noise. David 

shook his head in frustration and hastily set about trying to 

locate the station again, or another one. Eventually, he 



kicked back in his chair in resignation. 

‘Nothing,’ he exclaimed. ‘Gone.’ After a deep sigh he 

looked over at Amélie. ‘Sorry, I didn’t mean to get you here 

under false pretences. It was here, I promise.’ 

‘Don’t worry, I believe you.’ And after a pause. ‘So, what 

does this mean? What do you think’s happening?’ 

‘In all honesty, I don’t know. But I know it’s no ordinary 

power-cut.’ 

‘So what does that leave?’ 

David shrugs. ‘You really want to know?’ 

‘Of course.’ 

‘Well, potentially, an attack on our infrastructure of some 

kind.’ 

‘Terrorists?’ 

‘I doubt it. This is way too big for terrorists. Some 

government would have to be behind it.’ 

‘China?’ 

‘Nah, they’ve got nothing to gain – they want to play a 

bigger part on the international stage. And North Korea don’t 

have the technology. In fact, the only nation we’d expect to 

have anywhere near the resources and technology for 

something like this would be the US. But I can’t imagine it 

being them, unless they are trying to scare us into tightening 

up our ship. Or trying to pin it on someone else who they 

want us to ally against. But that’s probably just for the realm 

of fantasy. I guess the only plausible contenders would be 

Iran. We know they’ve be funding some pretty massive cyber 

activity too, because of all the attacks against them.’ 

‘Wow, that’s scary shit. If that’s true, we’re sitting ducks 

here now.’ 

David hadn’t meant to sound alarming. He didn’t really 

see it that way. If anything he found it all quite an exciting 

departure from the mundane machinations of everyday life. 

But he realised from Amélie’s reaction that his was probably 

a minority viewpoint and that perhaps it deserved more 

concern than he had paid it so far. He turned to face Amélie. 

She was playing tensely with the impressive array of 



 

bracelets spaced along her right forearm. 

‘Don’t worry,’ he comforted. ‘International confrontation 

is mostly just posturing exercises these days – pissing 

contests. It’s about demonstrating power, rather than using it. 

If whoever it is can inconvenience us to buggery without 

killing anyone, that’s the best possible outcome for them.’ 

She nodded slowly and the two sat in silence for a 

moment, the car windows slowly steaming up as their breath 

condensed on the cold glass. 

‘So what do we do now?’ Amélie asked. 

‘We, you and me; or we, the country?’ 

‘I meant, we, the general public, but yeah what do the 

authorities do?’ 

David thought about this for a moment. ‘I assume they 

have contingency plans for such a scenario. I assume the 

equivalent of COBRA will form, but somewhere else, 

probably a military base, where they’ll have generators and 

radio comms. With it so difficult to inform the public as to 

what’s going on, I guess they’ll have to send military units to 

the cities to maintain order. I don’t know.’ He shrugged. 

‘So does that answer the first question? We should head 

into town?’ 

‘I guess we could.’ 

 

It was a twenty minute walk into the city centre. Although 

David had made the journey at night many times he’d never 

done it in the actual dark before, with no streetlights. It’s 

easy to forget just how dark dark really is. It was kind of 

eerie, but kind of nice too.  

‘So, what do you do?’ David asked. 

‘I’m studying law,’ she replied. 

‘Oh smart girl then.’ 

‘Not necessarily. Studying law is easy. Passing it is 

another thing entirely. You?’ 

‘I’m a graphic designer. Pretty useless huh?’ 



‘Useless, how do you mean?’ 

‘Oh, never mind. It’s just a silly and rather long-winded 

notion I contemplate occasionally.’ 

‘Well, unless I’m very much mistaken, I think this might 

be exactly the night for long-winded notions. Silly or 

otherwise.’ With that she hopped up onto the low wall they 

were walking along beside. ‘Here’s your soap box,’ she 

announced with her arms out to her side. 

David smiled and shook his head at her. ‘I don’t think 

anything I have to say is worthy of a soap box.’ 

Amélie stepped down. ‘Still, you don’t get out of it that 

easily.’ 

They continued walking and David composed the 

thoughts in his head, to ensure they were at least vaguely 

coherent before he began to spill them. 

‘It’s just that I find it interesting to consider what jobs add 

value to the world. Some clearly do. Like people who 

develop new technologies to improve our lives or develop 

medicines to cure us. People who create art or music. People 

who teach children or build houses or grow food. These 

careers all add value, obviously.’ 

‘And some don’t?’ 

‘Some definitely don’t. Think of those who work for 

cigarette companies. Particularly, say, in marketing. The 

better a day they have in the office, the poorer the world 

becomes.’ 

‘I see your point.’ 

‘Same goes for people who make guns and bombs and 

fighter jets.’ 

‘But we need at least some them for defence. For our 

security. Surely, that’s good?’ 

‘But we only need defence because other people are 

occupied trying to commit bad deeds. If we were all utilised 

doing good, value-adding, occupations then there would be 

no need for defence. No need for security, or police, or locks, 

or alarms, or…’ 

‘Lawyers,’ Amélie added, referring to herself. 



 

David turned and smiled. 

‘Exactly. We need them right now. But only to offset 

negatives. There’s no net gain. If we ever discovered a 

completely peaceful alien race, we wouldn’t find them 

building battle-ready tanks just for the fun of it.’ 

‘Okay, so, what about graphic designers? Wouldn’t there 

be any little green graphic designers?’ 

‘There would, granted. But not my particular kind. All I 

do is create images for adverts. Do we really need adverts? 

They just convince people to buy one product over another. 

Or buy more of it. Or pay more for it. Does that really help? 

Does that add value?’ 

‘This troubles you doesn’t it?’ Amélie observed. 

‘Probably more than it should,’ David admitted. ‘It just 

seems like such a wasted opportunity. We could do so much 

more, don’t you think?’ 

‘I guess I do.’ 

‘Ignore me. It’s a completely academic thought-

experiment.’ David paused for a moment, running over his 

thoughts again. ‘More interesting, though, is to consider this 

potential no-power apocalypse scenario. If the power never 

came back on and our society ceased to function as we know 

it. Who would be worthwhile in that world? Whose skills 

would still be valuable then? Not mine, that’s for sure. Not 

the premiership footballers either, that’s easy. Or the movie 

stars, or bankers. But then even those who we think would be 

useful: the doctors, the mechanics, even the farmers. Their 

skills are based on modern technologies. How well could 

they cope without them?’ 

Amélie considered this for a moment. ‘So, who would be 

worthwhile?’ 

‘It’s a scary answer, but if our civilisation collapsed, the 

skill we would need above all else … would be leadership. 

People that could motivate and inspire and organise and co-

ordinate. That’s who would get us back on our feet.’ 



‘So the politicians and the managers that we all despise 

today are the ones who should be revered?’ 

‘Ha, not necessarily. The Eton and Oxbridge toffs at the 

helm today would not necessarily be good leaders in that 

world. Only time would tell who would rise to the 

challenge.’ 

They walked in silence for a while, both contemplating 

the possibilities. Eventually, David spoke up. 

‘I kind of feel we need a character like that now. It feels 

like only adversity bears leaders we look up to: Churchill, 

Kennedy, Mandela, Ghandi. Even forgetting all this power-

cut business, our society is heading for meltdown anyway. 

Serious adversity could be just around the corner. And 

there’s no one that people look up to. No one respects 

authority anymore. It’s bad news.’ 

‘I agree,’ said Amélie in solemn tones with a hint of 

French that David was beginning to adore.  

 

When they arrived in the city centre people were milling 

around in the dark, aimlessly strutting from spot to spot, 

uncannily like the pigeons that do so by daylight. Nobody 

seemed quite sure what to do. David and Amélie merge 

themselves into the flock.  

‘A few hours without power and everybody seems lost,’ 

Amélie pointed out. 

‘Yeah, well, you know what they say. No society is more 

than three emails from revolution. Something like that 

anyway.’ 

Amélie laughed. ‘You’re right. It’s kind of ironic, huh? 

Revolution in oppressive regimes has been facilitated by the 

emergence of social media. Revolution in the Western world 

would most likely arise from its absence.’ 

David was visibly impressed by the insight. 

‘Wow, these power-cuts are good for philosophy, huh?’ 

The two stopped at the edge of a shallow pool of water, 

ordinarily the willing stage for a dozen dancing fountains and 

water jets, but tonight just the shimmering canvas for a 



 

reflected starlit sky. Despite the crowd, it was peaceful. 

Darkness can bring a peace just as silence can. 

It was only a short while before the peace came to an end 

as a low thundering noise emerged from the distance, 

growing rapidly in intensity. A hundred faces turned to see a 

large army truck pull into the square, headlights dazzling 

them. It was followed by another, and then a number of 

smaller four-by-fours. Squaddies poured out of the vehicles 

almost before they had come to a halt, and there was a flurry 

of well-rehearsed activity as generators were wheeled into 

position and fired into life, and tall floodlights were erected. 

People started to home in on the action with direct but 

cautious intent, like swarming zombies only with better 

complexion. When the commotion died down a commander 

appeared on the back of one of the trucks and prepared to 

address the gathering over a loudhailer. He cleared his throat 

and began. 

‘I have a message to read from the Prime Minister of the 

United Kingdom,’ he said authoritatively to a ripple of 

excited murmurings. He looked down at the sheet of paper he 

was clutching and read in dispassionate tones. ‘The power 

outage you are currently experiencing is the result of faults or 

forces as yet unknown which have compromised the national 

power infrastructure. I can confirm that this is a nationwide 

event. We are doing everything within our capacity to 

determine the cause of the outage and to return the network 

to operation as quickly as possible. In the meantime I can 

assure you there is no reason to believe there is any imminent 

threat posed to yourselves beyond those directly resultant 

from the loss of power. All attempts will be made to 

broadcast any updates to the situation on BBC radio 

frequencies as soon as possible. The advice at this time is not 

to travel anywhere unless absolutely necessary. Please take 

care of yourselves and each other.’ 

As soon as the commander stopped speaking the murmurs 



grew to a roar of frenzied speculation; everyone trying to 

tease out hidden meaning from every nuance. People started 

barking questions at the commander, some asking him to 

repeat the message. The commander raised his hand for calm. 

And there was something about this man that made people 

obey. No, not obey, just calm. Something about his posture, 

his demeanour, his expression of stoic serenity in the harsh 

spotlight. He climbed down off the back of the truck onto a 

packing crate so that he was now only a head and shoulders 

above the crowd. The fluidity of his movement seemed to 

mesmerise the flock into silence. He raised the loudhailer to 

his lips once more and what followed changed David’s life 

forever.  

‘This is off-script,’ he said. ‘This is from the heart. My 

heart. Because at this time there are things that we are all 

thinking, but which can’t be aired officially. So let me tell 

you, unofficially, off-the-record, that…’ He paused and 

looked to the heavens as if for the words to be cast upon him. 

‘Let me tell you that there will be some amongst us who will 

seek to take advantage of this situation. To profit from our 

weaknesses in the dark. And for every one of these people, 

there is only one of me.’ He paused to soften his voice to a 

sad whisper. ‘They might like those odds. They will like 

those odds. But for every one of them…’ He raised his tone 

again and prodded the air in front of him. ‘For every one of 

them, there are one hundred of you. One hundred of you with 

only good intentions.’ He thumped his chest. ‘Remember 

what happened before. Remember the disgrace we felt when 

things got out of hand. This time … let it end differently. 

This time, don’t let it start. Don’t descend into delinquency. 

Don’t devolve into animals. Tonight I ask you to be strong in 

the face of those who will seek to tear us apart from within. 

And if we can do this with a united front then there will be 

no need to draw arms. Let them know that we are still a 

community – a society that has been millennia in the making 

and that we will not see it crumble at the hand of these 

outliers. Look after each other, and in turn you will look after 



 

this nation we have built. If we can do this I promise we will 

come out of it stronger. But if we let these hours ahead 

divide us then we have surely lost. Not to the enemy beyond 

our borders, or even within our borders, but to the enemy 

within ourselves. We are better than this, god damn it. We 

are better than this.’ 

The sermon ended in a crescendo and there was an urge to 

applaud. Some did. Some felt it inappropriate. There were a 

few whoops from the back. But everyone started talking. 

And everyone started moving, with more purpose this time. 

Who knew as to where. 

 David and Amélie started moving with purpose, deeper 

into the shopping district of the city centre, for no known 

reason other than to explore familiar sights in unfamiliar 

darkness. 

‘It’s odd,’ Amélie said. ‘Most shops only shut two days a 

year now. But I wonder when these will be open again. I 

doubt any could open without power.’ 

‘I know, it’s crazy. We can’t even trade a loaf of bread 

without two-forty volts.’ 

There were less people where they were now and so it 

was much quieter. But then came noises from up ahead. The 

familiar mating calls and combatant displays of wannabe 

alpha males. As David and Amélie approached the sound 

they made out about ten individuals, mostly men. Some of 

them were pulling up bins and street furniture. On any other 

night, at the sight of this, the two explorers would have 

headed the other way. But not this night. 

This night, something was different. 

Only metres away now they realised what the mob were 

planning to do. They were going to smash through a shop 

window. Take the loaves of bread that were rightfully theirs, 

by virtue of the fact that no one was around to stop them. 

Only they weren’t loaves of bread, they were cameras and 

TVs. 



And so, David thought, it begins – begins to crumble… 

Unless… 

David looked at Amélie. Not a word was spoken. 

Instinctively they knew what they were going to do. As if 

possessed by a higher purpose they walked forward and put 

themselves between the gang of thugs and the targeted store. 

Immediately a putrid tirade of foul words were poured 

upon them. One of the bigger uglier males stepped forward. 

‘Move it,’ he spat. 

The two did not respond but they did not move either. 

Inside David was faltering, more in concern for Amélie than 

himself. He felt responsible for her being there. He just 

wanted to grab her hand and run. His fingers were twitching, 

ready to snap, to make the move. 

Then suddenly there was a presence, on his shoulder. 

David was terrified – sweat beading on his forehead despite 

the chill in the air. He didn’t look around. He held his ground 

and swallowed hard. For some intangible reason, he knew 

this was right. 

‘Oh, another hero,’ the thug stated. He was referring to 

the unknown presence. Whoever it was, they were behind 

David in both senses of the word, and this imbued him with a 

new resolve. He stood firm and pouted his chest, and as he 

did there was a flicker in his periphery. He caught glimpse of 

another figure as it moved in, and a look of confusion wash 

across the thug’s face. Then another stepped in behind them, 

and another. Soon David could feel the presence of a dozen, 

maybe two dozen, people standing with him. This was 

enough. Like some other force was guiding his movements 

he took a step forward, and as one he felt the clan behind 

move with him. 

‘Not this time,’ David said, shaking his head defiantly. 

‘Not anymore.’ 

The gang leader inched backwards. He sneered for a 

moment. Then spat on the ground. 

‘Whatever,’ was all he could think to voice as he sloped 

off, his followers in tow. 



 

A collective sigh of relief was exhaled. David and 

Amélie, and their new group of allies felt a surge of 

jubilance, felt that victory had been theirs. They smiled, 

shook hands and … interacted. When they gradually drifted 

back to the centre, a similar atmosphere had descended. It 

was almost like the city had been reclaimed; reclaimed from 

the jaws of unsavoury forces. 

The army had set out oil-drum bonfires, around which 

people gathered. And what might be described as a party of 

sorts broke out spontaneously. Those who lived nearby went 

to their houses and apartments and returned with food and 

drink. A local landlord came out to the square with two 

crates of beer. Then another did the same. 

No one could fail to see the positive impact; fail to feel 

the connectedness that had so long been absent. Hell, maybe 

it wasn’t the Iranians or the Americans. Maybe it was the 

UK’s own government that had orchestrated this greatest 

ever street party. Just for one night. Just to bring people 

together, be it on the street or in their homes; be it strangers 

or loved ones. 

Whatever the cause, the effect was good. 

Something had changed. 

For the better. 

Fade to black. Roll credits. 

 

The front doors laid out before David were just visible by 

starlight. He stared down them as if he were looking down 

the barrel of a gun. 

He allowed his mind to flit back over his version of the 

future. He tried to convince himself that that was how the 

script could play out. He knew it was a bit twee; a bit sickly-

sweet. He knew everything was just so neat and tidy, and 

turned out so perfectly in the end. But he wanted to believe 

that the world could operate by those same constructs. After 

all, amazing things do happen; some movies are based on a 



true story. So that’s how it could play out. For once. In real 

life. In his life. 

Just maybe. 

If only he could summon the nerve. To set in motion the 

sequence of events that began with a simple knock on a door.  

 He stepped up to the front door, for real this time, and 

raised his hand to knock… 

 

END 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive Diversity 
 



Joseph opened the door to find a man of short stature 

outside. The man was dressed impeccably, if somewhat 

eccentrically. With his tall hat, coat tails and elegant cravat 

he could have stepped off the set of a period drama. He leant 

on a slender black cane with one hand and with the other 

held his hat doffed to his chest, in readiness for his 

salutation. 

‘Good day, Mr. Merrick,’ he greeted. 

‘Hello,’ responded Joseph, still some degree out-of-kilter 

from recent events. 

‘My apologies for arriving unannounced. My name is 

Phineas Taylor.’ He paused momentarily to etch a graver 

expression on his features. ‘I’m here to discuss your options. 

In light of your current situation.’ 

Joseph considered the offer. His thoughts were running 

sluggishly as if he had to drag each one of them in turn 

through sinews laced with treacle. 

‘I can come back another time, if that’s more convenient,’ 

offered Phineas. ‘Or we could meet elsewhere?’ 

‘No, no, that’s fine.’ Joseph figured that since he had no 

better ideas right now, he may as well listen to what the man 

had to say. ‘Come on in.’ 

In the living room Joseph’s wife, Mary, stood up to greet 

their guest. 

‘This is Mr. Taylor. He’s here to talk to us about Carey.’ 

Phineas nodded and offered a hand. 

‘Please, call me Phineas.’ 

‘Nice to meet you,’ said Mary, managing a smile. ‘Can I 

offer you a cup of tea?’ 

‘Green would be lovely, if you have it. Thank you.’ 

Shortly the three were settled in the living room furnished 

with tea and a plate of biscuits. With such a smartly dressed 

guest Mary hadn’t felt it appropriate to offer biscuits straight 

from the packet. She’d even reached down the teapot from 

the top shelf. 

‘Sorry, we only have shortcake,’ she apologised as she 

placed the tray on the coffee table. ‘We weren’t expecting 



 

any visitors today.’ 

‘Shortcake is my favourite. Most kind.’ He took a piece 

and dunked it in his tea before taking a bite. He had a 

friendly face, framed with a mutton-chop style beard, bushy 

and flecked with ginger that glinted a little as he chewed. 

Joseph and Mary watched as Phineas finished his biscuit 

and washed it down with a sip of tea. 

‘If you don’t mind,’ he said, ‘I will begin with a story.’ 

The couple didn’t mind at all. Keen for any distraction 

from reality they were quite open to a storytelling; so they 

settled back into their comfy sofa, almost as if they had 

regressed to their own childhood.  

‘The story begins in 1819, when a boy named Jerry 

Kimble was born to an innkeeper and his wife in an area of 

East London known as Whitechapel. He lived a modest 

childhood, but was ambitious from a young age, and always 

the showman. It is said that at five years’ of age he would 

entertain the inn’s patrons by standing on the bar and flicking 

his dad’s hat from his foot up onto his head. But it was his 

business savvy that shone through first. By his early twenties 

he owned a number of small businesses. He’d even started a 

local newspaper. At twenty-three he was married to his one 

and only love.’ The storyteller paused to sip more of his tea 

before continuing. ‘Although having a keen eye for 

moneymaking, at heart he was a showman. And it was 1847 

when he finally combined the two passions by creating what 

would become known as the Greatest Show on Earth.’ 

Phineas emphasised this by throwing his arms out wide. ‘It 

started modestly enough with a few performers and an 

African elephant bought from London Zoo, all housed under 

a single big-top. But with Kimble’s strong business mind it 

grew quickly. It became the first circus in the world to have 

three rings with simultaneous performances. It had a vast 

menagerie of animals, and a cast of acrobats and performers 

a hundred strong. And as the ring-master, Kimble was a 



performer too of course. Every evening he would start the 

show by coming out into the ring, throwing his hat way up 

into the air in front of him, and catching it squarely on his 

head without even looking. The show was…spectacular.’ 

Phineas’s eyes sparkled as he told his stories of wonder, 

and his audience of two listened rapt. Mary had curled her 

legs up onto the sofa, forgetting all concern for airs and 

graces. 

‘Kimble and his wife were unsuccessful in bearing a 

child, much to their sadness. But further sadness was to 

come. Tragedy struck the Kimbles in 1854 when the King 

visited London.’ He leaned in closer. ‘King Cholera. They 

called the disease the King as it decided the fate of so many. 

And it decided a swift fate for Kimble’s wife. He never re-

married. His circus ran without its master over the year that 

followed, and slowly it edged into decline. Many were quick 

to foretell its demise. But in fact this sad twist of the King’s 

blade was that which opened a new chapter in the show’s 

history. It led Kimble to imagine and assemble a new 

attraction that saw the show grow so popular that it afforded 

the ring-master to take it on tour; travelling the length and 

breadth of Europe and even to the US. And what was this 

grand new attraction?’ Phineas asked of the Merricks. 

The two shook their heads, wide-eyed, in return. 

‘Freaks!’ he announced with passion as he brought his fist 

down through the air. 

The couple recoiled a little in shock until they realised it 

was not directed at them. Though it was a shocking word all 

the same, especially at this time. 

‘We are much more polite these days, of course. Much 

more politically correct, as they say. We can’t use a word 

like that anymore. And we certainly can’t allow anyone to 

profiteer from the afflictions of others.’ 

Mary shook her head quickly in firm agreement. 

‘But the thing you must know about Jerry Kimble, was 

that above all else, he was a decent man. He did not see these 

people as objects for the purpose of money-making. He was 



 

grieving, you see; heartbroken. His wife’s passing had left a 

void in his life. And this was how he chose to fill it. With 

these people who had been shunned by society. Who had no 

prospect of work in closed-minded times. He brought them 

together. He made them a family – his family. And, above 

that, he made them stars. 

‘It all began when Kimble met a little boy named Charlie. 

And little he was indeed, standing just two feet tall. He 

persuaded the boy’s parents to let him exhibit the child in his 

circus. Charlie was a hit and even entertained royalty on 

occasion. This was what started Kimble’s search for the 

unique. It was what brought him back from the brink of 

despair. And if anyone was to doubt whether it was right that 

Charlie appear in a circus; whether it was good for him; then, 

well, let me tell you this. Charlie ended up marrying another 

midget in Kimble’s circus, in a superstar wedding covered 

from by international press. This was an opportunity that 

Charlie would never have had without Kimble, and he was 

the first to offer his gratitude for it.’ 

This was the moment that Phineas chose to reach for 

another biscuit. He munched on it in silence for a minute, 

collecting his thoughts. 

Joseph and Mary grew a trifle restless. Joseph in 

particular began to feel a little uncomfortable that he hadn’t 

spoken for so long. To remedy the situation he ventured a 

question. 

‘What happened to the circus? In the end.’ 

Phineas nodded sagely. 

‘A very pertinent question. Perhaps the most pertinent of 

all.’ 

Joseph was proud that he’d raised such an important 

query. 

‘Attitudes changed. As medical understanding progressed, 

the characteristics of Kimble’s performers became to be 

explained as abnormalities; as defects and disease. The 



participants in so-called freak-shows became the objects of 

sympathy rather than awe. In parallel, people grew 

increasingly concerned about animal welfare. Laws came 

into place regarding the exploitation of both humans and 

animals. There was no avoiding it. The show had to come to 

an end. The ring-master had to hang up his hat. Having lost 

his wife, now he faced losing the family he had surrounded 

himself with to fill the hole she left. It could very well have 

broken him.’ Phineas leaned toward the Merricks. ‘But it did 

not.’ 

He had a broad smile and a twinkle in his eye. 

 

* * * * * 

 

Two boys made their way contentedly along the beach. 

Rhys skipped and darted back-and-forth as he always did so, 

whilst Fin plodded steadily along at the water’s edge 

enjoying the cool sensation of the occasional wave as it 

lapped over his feet. Fin lost sight of Rhys as he disappeared 

into the trees at the top of the beach. Soon he caught a 

glimpse of him again half-way up the trunk of a palm, and 

then swinging between the branches effortlessly. He watched 

him gather up some fruit for them both; and then, as quickly 

as he’d gone, he was back at Fin’s side. 

Fin was not as good at climbing or running as Rhys but he 

put a little skip into his step to keep pace with his friend until 

they reached the end of the beach; where the sand stopped 

and instead a flat plateau of rock jutted out into the ocean. 

This was the friends’ favourite spot for gazing out to sea. 

They sat down and Rhys set about peeling the fruit and 

breaking it into segments for them to share. 

After a while they heard a voice calling out behind them. 

The two boys turned to see their friend Elsa making her way 

down the beach. When she arrived at their rock she squeezed 

her little frame between them. 

‘Did you hear?’ she said beaming. ‘We had a new arrival 

last night. There’s going to be a feast tonight to celebrate.’ 



 

‘Oh I love feasts,’ said Fin, excitedly. 

‘We know why you love feasts,’ Rhys ribbed. ‘Excuse to 

catch lots of fish.’ 

‘And eat them,’ he winked. 

‘Go on then,’ Rhys urged. 

Not that Fin needed any encouragement. He dived into the 

ocean and darted off under the water. He could swim so well 

that he could catch fish without need for rod or bait. Soon 

fish were piling up at the onlookers’ feet as if they were 

leaping out of the ocean of their own will. 

As they watched, Elsa posed a question to Rhys. 

‘Where do you think they come from?’ she asked.  

‘The fish?’ Rhys queried, confused. 

‘No, the babies, you fool.’ 

Rhys laughed at her. 

‘Me the fool?’ he said. ‘Everyone knows where they come 

from. The stork brings them. Haven’t you ever seen it? It 

lands on the rocks over there. That’s why we have to keep 

watch out here every night.’ 

Elsa looked disapprovingly at him. 

‘I know that,’ she said. ‘But that’s just how they get here; 

that’s not where they come from. Where does the stork find 

the babies?’ 

By this time Fin was standing back over them dripping 

with seawater. 

‘Elsa’s asking where the babies come from,’ Rhys told 

him. 

Fin plopped down next to them. 

‘The stork brings them,’ he said. 

Elsa rolled her eyes. Rhys just giggled. Then he 

scampered off to the undergrowth at the back of the beach. 

Shortly he returned with a long stick and a clutch of leaves, 

each one almost as broad as he was wide. With his nimble 

fingers he set about making a collection of leaf-baskets to 

package Fin’s haul of fish; spiking each one onto the stick 



for their journey back. 

Elsa and Fin were continuing their philosophical 

discussion and Rhys listened to them keenly. Even if 

sometimes he felt he couldn’t offer much input he liked 

listening to Elsa all the same. She had always been the smart 

one; the thinker. Rhys never could imagine where her 

thoughts came from. Life for him was all about running and 

climbing and fetching things. For him, things were just as 

they were. But for Elsa, things had to be questioned. 

‘Some say there is another land out there,’ Elsa said 

gazing out over the shimmering waters. ‘And some say there 

are other people on that land, grown-up people. But not like 

us.’ 

‘How so?’ 

‘They all look exactly alike.’ 

‘Yeuw,’ shuddered Rhys. ‘Freaky.’ 

‘But that doesn’t make any sense,’ questioned Fin. ‘If 

they were all the same, who would climb and who would 

swim and who would think?’ 

Elsa shrugged. ‘I don’t know.’ 

‘Well maybe we should send fish-boy here off to go find 

them,’ Rhys offered, laughing. 

Rhys was not so good at swimming. He would sometimes 

sit in the warm shallows, but never venture out of his depth. 

His fur didn’t allow for cutting through the water. Unlike his 

friend, with his slick, almost scaly skin; his large webbed 

hands and feet; and his suggestion of a dorsal fin running 

down his spine. He glided through the waves effortlessly. 

But no, Rhys, with his rangy limbs and powerful tail, was the 

climber of the gang. 

The sun was starting to set, and the three knew they’d be 

in trouble if they were not back by dark. Besides, there was a 

feast to be had. So the friends began to make their way back 

along the sand. 

What a great trio they were, considered Elsa. The boy 

who would swim, the boy who would climb and the girl who 

would think. 



 

Elsa could move pretty swiftly on her knuckles, with no 

lower torso or limbs to slow her down. But sometimes her 

two friends, Rhys and Fin, would take one hand each and 

swing her along between them. 

She liked that. 

 

* * * * * 

 

At a natural pause in the conversation Joseph Merrick had 

made a second pot of tea and set it down on the coffee table. 

He let his wife do the pouring, as he never could manage it 

without dribbling it all down the spout. 

Armed with a fresh warm beverage, Phineas began with a 

query. 

‘Ever wondered what happened to all the freaks?’ he said. 

‘Why there aren’t so many now?’ 

Joseph was caught off-guard by the question. The correct 

answer was, no, he’d never wondered this. Why would he 

have? But he gave it a shot anyway. 

‘I assume it’s because of better medical procedures.’ 

Phineas shook his head. 

‘In part maybe. But still many are born today who do not 

conform to people’s stereotype of normality.’ Phineas 

stroked his beard thoughtfully. ‘So this brings us to the final 

chapter of the story. The end of the greatest show on Earth. 

Rather than allow it to eke out a slow death, Kimble decided 

it would end at its peak. It played to its last capacity audience 

in 1913, after which it was immediately wound up. And 

although the ring-master would miss the showmanship, what 

he could not bear above all else was no longer providing a 

home for the unique members of his adopted family – not to 

mention the many others he had not yet found or had yet to 

be born. So he hatched a plan. If he and they were no longer 

wanted in their own land, he would take them to another. He 

was an extremely wealthy man come the end of his career, 



you see. He had the resources to do whatever he dreamed. 

And do you know what he dreamed?’ 

The couple shook their heads. 

‘He dreamed of an island. Thousands of miles from 

anywhere. An island where he could continue the culture that 

he had fostered within his circus family; where diversity was 

celebrated not feared. Where no particular body-image was 

pre-conceived. Where there was no normal, no ideal. Just 

people, however they came. He dreamed of a place where 

people could live a cooperative existence. With those 

contributing what they were able, but all reaping the benefits 

equally. Kimble was not naïve, nor an idealist. He knew that 

such a society could only be attained under strict criteria. 

Low, stable population; abundance of natural resources; and 

favourable climate.’ Phineas counted on his fingers as he 

reiterated. ‘Conditions where everyone knew each other 

personally; where there was plenty to go around; and where 

there was minimal natural adversity. Against the odds 

Kimble succeeded in his dream. But ever the perfectionist, he 

wasn’t satisfied with just building a home for his family. He 

continued his search across the globe for those who were 

different, such that he might offer them a place in his special 

community. And, of course, he put in place a trust fund to 

support his work into the future. And that … brings us right 

up to date. Brings us to you.’ Phineas regarded them for a 

brief moment, then asked, ‘Would it be possible to meet 

young Carey? 

Mary glanced at Joseph then back to Phineas. She seemed 

uneasy, but also willing to accommodate. 

‘He is due to be woken from his nap,’ she said. ‘I’ll go 

fetch him.’ 

Phineas rose to stretch his legs. The two men exchanged 

small-talk in Mary’s absence until she returned carrying her 

baby son wrapped in a pale blue blanket. Phineas took a 

stride over to greet the boy and as soon as he caught sight of 

the infant he beamed a broad smile. 

‘Oh what a little cutie,’ he said. 



 

The parents felt a surge of warmth inside them at this 

response. It was the first they felt had been truly genuine, 

without the hint of hesitation or invention they had 

encountered so far in showing off their child. Their little boy, 

with his oversized forehead and his single large eye in the 

middle of it. It was clear to the Merricks that their son’s 

features did not faze Phineas in the slightest. And indeed 

much cooing over their baby ensued. 

‘Just the cutest indeed,’ Phineas re-affirmed, as they 

returned to their seats, Mary clutching Carey in her arms. 

Then the smile nestled under Phineas’s bristles melted 

away. 

‘It’s a shame how the world can be so unkind in the face 

of the unfamiliar.’ He sighed heavily. ‘I think you understand 

what I am offering you; what I am offering your child. A 

place to grow up where he will be accepted and happy; 

where he will never want for love or kindness. Of that I can 

guarantee.’ Phineas bowed his head in deference. 

There was silence for a moment until Joseph asked a 

question. 

‘And would we ever see him again?’ 

Phineas shook his head slowly. ‘No.’ 

The couple looked at each other. Gazed into each other’s 

eyes deeply, reading each other’s thoughts, feelings, 

emotions. There was no need for words. When Joseph turned 

back to Phineas there was an almost imperceptible furrowing 

of his brow. Then a more definite shaking of the head. 

‘No,’ he said firmly. ‘No. He stays with us. He will grow 

up in the real world. He will never be short of love or 

happiness so long as he is here with us. However unkind the 

world can be at times, he will find his path in it; and find 

success in it too. I’m sure of that. And whoever does not 

accept him as he is, will be all the poorer for it.’ 

Phineas beamed his biggest smile yet and did not hesitate 

in standing purposefully. 



‘Excellent,’ he said triumphantly with a swoosh of his 

arm. 

‘Excellent?’ questioned Joseph, standing also. 

‘Mr. Merrick. I did not visit here today to tell you how to 

raise your child. That is your job. I was merely here to ensure 

you were furnished with all the options. As his parents, you 

know best, don’t ever forget that. You were so confident in 

your decision that I am just as confident that it is the right 

one.’ Phineas took a step closer to Joseph and spoke in softer 

tones. ‘The acceptance of your son in this world will reflect 

your own. On that score I am quite sure, he will be just fine.’ 

He gave a wink. 

Phineas turned to Mary. 

‘Thank you for the tea Mrs. Merrick. And thank you for 

your time. Both of you. I will bid you good day.’ 

Joseph walked Phineas through to the hallway. 

‘Great story,’ Joseph offered. ‘About the ring-master.’ 

‘Thank you,’ accepted Phineas. 

Joseph opened the front door, but just as the guest stepped 

out Joseph posed a question. 

 ‘One thing. You said Kimble was born in eighteen…’ 

‘Nineteen, yes.’ 

‘So when he wound up his circus, he must have been…’ 

‘Ninety-four.’ 

Joseph raised his eyebrows. ‘Wow, sturdy old fellow, 

then.’ 

‘Indeed.’ Phineas leaned in to whisper, as if someone may 

be eavesdropping. ‘Some people say he had a mutation of his 

own, by virtue of him not being able to bear a child, and his 

marked youthfulness. Maybe that’s why he really needed an 

island to escape too.’ He winked. ‘Good day, sir.’ 

Joseph closed the door behind their unusual visitor. As he 

made his way back through to the living room to see his wife 

cradling their child on the sofa, he realised he felt more 

positive about the situation than he had ever managed before. 

Maybe being faced with the option of his son being taken 

away, for an ostensibly easier life, was just what he needed 



 

to evaluate his son’s prospects properly. Maybe the story the 

man had told them really was just that, a story. Either way, 

he was grateful to the enigmatic visitor they hosted that day, 

for helping him see things differently. 

Joseph sat down beside his wife who was smiling 

contentedly, and scooped his family into a secure embrace. 

Outside, a man made his way down the street in chipper 

mood. He took long buoyant strides, tapping his brass-tipped 

cane heartily on the pavement as he did so. At the end of the 

street drops of rain began to spit from the sky, onto the man’s 

head, as yet uncovered by the hat he had been merrily 

swinging at his side. The rain did nothing to dampen his 

mood. He simply tossed his hat way up into the air and 

without even looking up, it came down squarely on his head. 

Just like it always had. 

 

END



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afterword 
Notes from the author 

 

Due to a generally underperforming imagination – which 

is not a good trait for a writer, I know – much of the detail in 

my stories is plagiarised from reality. For instance, as you 

may have gathered, the setting for the second story, 

Powerless, is my own house/street/city. Rather than consider 

this technique a weakness, I cling to the vague hope that on 

occasion it can actually make stories more interesting and 

vaguely informative. The third offering in this collection, 

Positive Diversity, may prove a better example. Some of you 

up on your Victorian history will have recognised that the 

main character in the story, Phineas Taylor, borrows his 

name from one of the most famous showman of the era, PT 

Barnum. He founded the actual Greatest Show on Earth, 

which really did start with an Elephant bought from London 

Zoo; and a boy of short stature, who adopted the name 

General Tom Thumb, and who later married another circus-

member in a wedding that made front-page news the world 

over. Of course, our ring-master was much less exploitative 

of his performers than the real one (possibly) was. 

 

Sometimes I also find myself quite lousy at coming up 

with character names. Mainly because I feel they should have 

some kind of significance. Phineas I’ve told you about. 

Some others are fairly blatant, such as Fin the fish and Rhys 



 

(Rhesus) the monkey. But you may have wondered where 

Joseph and Mary came from. Well, not Bethlehem, in this 

instance. They were in fact the parents’ names of the most 

famous ‘human curiosity’ ever, Joseph Carey Merrick, 

otherwise known as The Elephant Man. 

 

In light of all this, you might like to re-read the disclaimer 

on the copyright page. 

 

In a final note, the idea for the first story in this collection, 

The Meek…, had been lingering, rather like a wily feline, 

since my first book The Turning, in 2006, which begins with 

a quote from the protagonist: The reward for man’s struggle 

through two million gruelling years of human evolution is a 

life of unrivalled comfort and luxury … for almost every 

domestic cat. I felt it was finally time to put the story down 

on paper. To the best of my knowledge it has no basis in 

reality. But, what would I know? 

 

Thanks for reading. 

 

- PJN 
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